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Introduction: Human Microbiome 
Seeded at birth

Determines founding microbiota

Shaped by Diet
Breastfeeding shapes early microbiome

Affected by lifestyle and aging
Hygiene practices, puberty ,stress exert 
selective pressure 

Resistance against invasive microbes
Competes for primary nutrition sources
Secretes growth inhibitors

Fortifies immune system
Induces immune response to inhibit   
colonization

Modulates behavior
Secrete signaling molecules allowing 
cross talk between gut and brain 

Impacted by Host Genetics
Variants in genes affect composition

Aids in digestion
Assists in metabolizing nutrients 
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Role of Microbiome in Infection

Provide barrier against invading microbes 
Promote immune system and homeostasis 

Provide suitable environment to thrive  
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Compete for nutrients, physical space

Activate immune system

Secrete microbial molecules

Alter community composition 

Human Body

Human microbiome

External Pathogen
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Current Strategies for Pathogen Identification

1. Laboratory culture of biological sample (mucus, stool, etc.)
+ Antibiotic sensitivity
+ Rapid turn around time, molecular diagnostic assays
- Low detection rate
- Scales with the no. of pathogens (one bug, one test)
- Miss slow growing pathogens

2. Next Generation Sequencing diagnostic assays
+ Enables detection of broad range of pathogens, co-infections
+ Enables microbiome characterization
+ Utility in difficult to diagnose cases or immunocompromised patients 
- Data needs analysis and interpretation in clinical context
- Slow turn around time 
- Require investment in infrastructure for data analysis and storage 
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Next Generation Sequencing 
Fragments are of 200 – 600 bp 

length

Adapter ligated sequences are 
spatially fixed or isolated for clonal 

amplification

Localized clones are read using 
fluorochromes or change in pH

Adapters are added to each 
sequence

• Millions of sequences are read in parallel
• Principle is “sequencing by synthesis”
• Signal to noise ratio determines read length 

• Feature generation step 
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Next Generation Sequencing Technologies

Sequencer      Feature generation Synthesis mechanism Read 
(bp) Error type

454 Emulsion PCR Pyrosequencing, PCR 700 Inert-deletion

Illumina Bridge PCR Reversible terminators
polymerase 150*2 Substitution

SOLiD Emulsion PCR ligase 60*2 Substitution

PacBio Single molecule Polymerase 1500 Deletion

NGS Technology related specifics  
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Next Generation Sequencing Approaches in 
Clinical Microbiology

Sequencing Method Potential Application Type of Data Generated

Amplicon sequencing (universal primer) Multiplex pathogen detection 16S rRNA gene segments

Amplicon sequencing (targeted primer) Pathogen identification Viral genome recovery, variant detection

Capture probe enrichment Multiplex pathogen detection Viral genome recovery, variant detection

Untargeted Whole Genome Sequencing
(deplete host DNA)

Analyze microbial community Gene sequences from different members 
of microbial community.  

Untargeted Whole Genome Sequencing
(without depletion of host DNA)

Exploratory data Majority data from host genome with some 
microbial data 
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Workflow 

Clinical laboratory operations are characterized by 
a defined workflow with scheduled staffing levels and 
are less amenable to on- demand testing than those of 
research laboratories. As samples are typically handled in 
batches, the frequency of batch analysis is a major deter-
minant of overall turnaround time. Unless fully auto-
mated sample- handling systems are readily available, 

wet lab manipulations for mNGS require considerable 
hands- on time to perform, as well as clinical staff who 
are highly trained in molecular biology procedures. 
There are ergonomic concerns with repetitive tasks 
such as pipetting, as well as potential for inadvertent 
sample mix- up or omission of critical steps in the work-
flow. Maintaining high quality during complex mNGS 
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a defined workflow with scheduled staffing levels and 
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research laboratories. As samples are typically handled in 
batches, the frequency of batch analysis is a major deter-
minant of overall turnaround time. Unless fully auto-
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Microbial Reads 

De novo assembly or reference based  

Microbial contigs 

Data Preparation 

1. Quality control and read trim

2. Assembly of microbial reads

Taxonomic characterization

Gene prediction

Gene Annotation

Genome reconstruction of 
“clonal” microbes

Identify adaptations 

Data Analysis Workflow 

Figure adapted from PMID: 30918369
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Bioinformatics Databases

Biological Databases

Nucleotide Protein

Reference Specialized Sequence Structure Interaction

• NCBI
• EMBL
• DNA Data Bank Japan

• ENSEMBL • UniProt
• PIR
• SwissProt

• PDB • STRINGdb
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Microbial Databases 
1. DNA and protein sequence databases (primary and secondary)

2.   Functional databases 
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Analysis Tools and Software 
Taxonomic annotation, gene prediction and functional annotation tools for DNA and protein sequences 
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Common Databases

Tools and databases are often integrated
Human Microbiome NGS application Workflow Databases File Formats



Comprehensive Antibiotic Resistance 
Database (CARD)
Database to identify antibiotic resistance genes and related information 
https://card.mcmaster.ca/analyze/rgi

- Accepts DNA or protein sequences

- Performs gene prediction and annotation using third party tools

- Uses curated sequences and detection models to annotate sample resistome

Human Microbiome NGS application Workflow Databases File Formats
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CARD Output

https://card.mcmaster.ca/home

Human Microbiome NGS application Workflow Databases File Formats

• Interactive sunburst visualizations and tables of predicted resistance genes, gene family, drug 
class, etc

CARD Result in tabular format



Virulence Factor Database (VFDB)

• Database providing classification of virulence factors present in bacterial 
pathogens

• http://www.mgc.ac.cn/VFs/main.htm

• Accepts protein or DNA sequence and identifies presence of known 
virulence factors using sequence similarity 

• VFanalyzer for detecting virulence factors in draft or complete genomes     

Human Microbiome NGS application Workflow Databases File Formats
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Raw Sequence Data Type 

FastQ format

@ Unique identifier 
Raw sequence

Optional text
Quality score 

• PHRED quality score encodes the probability of an erroneous call

• Quality score of 30 for a base indicates that the chances of calling this base incorrectly are 1 in 1000

• Encoded in ASCII characters  

Human Microbiome NGS application Workflow Databases File Formats
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FASTA Format 

• Fasta files normally have extension .fasta, .fas, .fa, .fna, .faa, frn
• Used for nucleotide as well as amino acid sequences 

> Header
Sequence

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FASTA_format
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Sequence Alignment/Map format  

SAM format 

• Widely accepted format for 
storing read alignments against 
a reference sequence

• Stores read mate pair 
information

• Reads can be classed by library, 
sequencer lane

• Binary version of SAM is BAM

Column Field Description

1 QNAME Query Name

2 FLAG Bit wise flag (Mapped, pairing info)

3 RNAME Reference name

4 POS 1-based leftmost alignment start, clipped 

5 MAPQ PHRED scaled mapping quality

6 CIGAR Alignment representation

7 RNEXT Mate reference information

8 PNEXT Position of mate

9 TLEN Observed template length

10 SEQ Sequence 

11 QUAL PHRED scaled base quality 
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SAM Format Example

QNAME
FLAG

RNAME

POS

MAPQ

CIGAR

RNEXT

PNEXT

TLEN

SEQ

QUAL
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SAM Flags  

https://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/explain-flags.html

Bitwise FLAGs 
Web based tool for decoding SAM FLAG

https://www.samformat.info/sam-format-flag
Human Microbiome NGS application Workflow Databases File Formats



Variant Calling Format 
• Used for storing gene sequence variation information
• Contains header section and 8 mandatory columns and unlimited optional columns  

8 columns

Header



BED File Format 

Browser Extensible Data
• Used to store annotations on genomic regions 
• Requires a minimum of three columns 
• File extension is .bed 

Chromosome name

Start position (0 based)

End position (1 based)

Feature name
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Format Conversion Tools

• Analysis tools need input in different formats 
• EMBOSS seqret is web-based tool for file format conversion 

https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/sfc/emboss_seqret/

FASTQ                     FASTA

• EMBOSS provides comprehensive set of web-based tools and databases 
for performing complex analysis https://www.ebi.ac.uk/services

Human Microbiome NGS application Workflow Databases File Formats
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Summary 

1. Human Microbiome

2. Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) principle and applications

3. Workflow for a typical metagenomics project 

4. Bioinformatics databases , MGI , CARD, VFDB

5. Bioinformatics data types, FASTQ, SAM, BED



Thank You
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Recap: Workflow

Clinical laboratory operations are characterized by 
a defined workflow with scheduled staffing levels and 
are less amenable to on- demand testing than those of 
research laboratories. As samples are typically handled in 
batches, the frequency of batch analysis is a major deter-
minant of overall turnaround time. Unless fully auto-
mated sample- handling systems are readily available, 

wet lab manipulations for mNGS require considerable 
hands- on time to perform, as well as clinical staff who 
are highly trained in molecular biology procedures. 
There are ergonomic concerns with repetitive tasks 
such as pipetting, as well as potential for inadvertent 
sample mix- up or omission of critical steps in the work-
flow. Maintaining high quality during complex mNGS 
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Microbial Reads 

De novo assembly or reference based  

Microbial contigs 

Data Preparation 

1. Quality control and read trim

2. Assembly of microbial reads

Taxonomic characterization

Gene prediction

Gene Annotation

Genome reconstruction of 
“clonal” microbes

Identify adaptations 

Data Analysis Workflow 

Figure adapted from PMID: 30918369
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Data Quality Assessment 

FASTQC

• Open source tool designed to identify issues with sequencing data

• Accepts raw sequencing data in FASTQ format

• Runs multiple analysis and reports pass/warning/fail

• Graphical output 

http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/
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FASTQC Output 
Good quality Illumina data Poor quality Illumina data

Phred scores drop towards the end of reads
WorkFlow Quality Control Alignment Assembly Annotation

Images: http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/



FASTQC Output
Good quality Illumina data Poor quality Illumina data

Images: http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/
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FASTQC Output 

Per base sequence content helps identify bias in sequence composition

Images: http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/
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FASTQC Output
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FASTQC Output : Illumina Specific
• Deviation from average quality score at each flowcell tile 

• Red indicates lower than average
• Tiles showing consistently poor quality indicate issue with the flowcell lane such as debris  
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Images: http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/



FASTQC Report

Additional reporting includes
• Ambiguous nucleotide content per base

• Sequence duplication levels

• Overrepresented sequences

• Adapter content  
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Alignment Workflow 

Datatype Application Use Case

Amplicon based sequencing Map reads to reference of intended target Microbe detection and variant analysis 

Untargeted WGS sequencing Map reads to host genome Filter out reads of non-microbial origin 

Prepare Reference
Index Align Reads Sort Alignment Index Alignment for 

Visualization 
BWA

Bowtie

BAM
output

Improve Alignment
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Alignment Improvement 

GATK and Picard tools are most widely used for improving alignments

1. Realignment around insertion/deletion

2. Base quality recalibration

3. Library duplicate removal

• When multiple PCR products from same template molecule bind to the flowcell, PCR 

duplicates are sequenced

• Duplicates can result in false variant calls  
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https://gatk.broadinstitute.org/hc/en-us

https://broadinstitute.github.io/picard/
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Alignment Tools 

1. Burrows-Wheeler Alignment Tool
• Performs local alignment 

• Used for mapping against a large reference

• Seeds alignment and extends to in both directions 

• http://bio-bwa.sourceforge.net/bwa.shtml

2. Bowtie2

• http://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/bowtie2/index.shtml

Samtools is used to post process SAM and BAM formats, http://htslib.org
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Alignment Visualization Tool 
Integrative Genomics Viewer  : http://www.broadinstitute.org/igv/download
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Assembly
• Overlapping reads from a genomic region are combined into 

contiguous sequence, known as contigs 

• Two approaches: Reference based or De novo assembly

• Metagenomic assemblers perform de novo assembly

• Available tools 
• metaSPAdes https://cab.spbu.ru/software/spades/
• MetaVelvet https://www.ebi.ac.uk/~zerbino/velvet/

Mixed Community Genomes  

DNA extraction
Library preparation
WGS

Reads

Assembly

Contigs
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Metagenomic vs Isolate Assembly 

Metagenomic Assembly 

a) Bacterial species are mixtures of strains 
in a mixed community sample

b) Abundance of each species is variable 
resulting in uneven coverage of each 
genome

c) Metagenome assembled genomes 
(MAGs) are composite representative 
genomes of multiple strains

Isolate Assembly 

a) Sample is clonal in nature, little to no 
diversity is expected

b) Coverage is assumed to to uniform 
across genome

c) Isolate genomes are more accurate 
representatives of the strain  
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Assembly Metrics

- N50
50% of the assembly is in contigs of equal or longer length

- L50
Smallest number of fragments that contain 50% of the assembly

- Min, Max and Mean contig length, number of contigs 

Image : https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/N50,_L50,_and_related_statistics
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Functional Annotation

• Gene prediction is performed on assembled sequences “contigs”

• Open reading frames are identified 

• PRODIGAL Gene Prediction Software https://github.com/hyattpd/Prodigal

- Predicts prokaryotic protein coding genes using unsupervised machine learning algorithm

- Suitable for finished, draft genome or metagenomes 

- Able to detect partial open reading frames that run over contig edges 
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https://github.com/hyattpd/Prodigal


Functional Annotation

• Prodigal identifies protein coding genes but does not annotate its product

• Prokka performs annotation by comparing the predicted gene with high 
quality protein database of known function and transfer the annotation 

• Along with high quality protein sequence databases it uses domain 
specific databases and models of protein families for annotation

https://github.com/tseemann/prokka
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BLAST

Basic local alignment search tool

• BWA and Bowtie work best with lowly divergent sequences 

• BLAST is optimized for identifying homology (shared ancestry)

• Used for annotating DNA as well as protein sequences

• Web based and standalone version available https://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi
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BLAST Search 

What is the goal of search? – Identify appropriate database for search
• Identify potential homologs in a particular species - species specific database

• Determine whether these sequences are found in any species – Genbank, RefSeq

• Determine whether sequences contains any coding functional domains - Pfam

Tool Query Type Database Type

BLASTn DNA DNA

BLASTp Protein Protein

blastx DNA Protein

tblastn Protein DNA

tblastx DNA DNA
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BLAST Example
Identify sequence recovered from sputum of a Cystic Fibrosis patient

Enter Query 
Sequence

Select Reference 
Database

Select Algorithm 
for Search

Fine-tune Search
Parameters
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BLAST Example

E value
• Number of hits expected to see 

by chance when searching the 
database

• Dependent on database size
• Small e values values indicate 

high confidence in match 
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Summary 

• Quality Control, FASTQC

• Alignment workflow and tools

• Assembly principles and metrics

• Annotation tools and examples, BLAST
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